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US Futures-World Markets: US futures have flipped to negative after being higher this morning. Still feels
like we need to see a fade in areas other than tech ( remember Nasdaq sold off-11%) if we want a meaningful
rally from these levels. We’ve come so far so fast. Any type of pullback would be normal in a recovering bull
market. The ship blocking the Suez Canal remains stuck in place and may not shake loose until this weekend.
Another illustration of how connected the world is Rite-Aid is -15% premarket after they reported poor
earnings. Sales of flu products plummeted last quarter. Ironic how that works during a pandemic. Weekly
jobless claims are due at 8:30 am ET. The estimate is for 730k new filings. With our attention on interest
rates, keep an eye on today’s $62 billion auction of 7-year notes at 1 pm. As a career equity trader, it feels
weird to type that sentence but we saw rates rise last month after a miserable sale. Oil continues to slide
after its major rally. Energy is still +28% YTD. Restoration hardware is +7% premarket after blowout
earnings. Anything housing-related has been on fire. Check out the HD chart below. S&P Futures vs. Fair
Value: -13.90, 10-Yr Yield: 1.622%.
CORE Headlines:
 President Biden aiming to introduce a $4 trillion infrastructure plan Wednesday.-WSJ (Don’t worry, he
will never have to tax the middle class to pay for it. LOL.)
 US regulators want an investigation into the recent SPAC frenzy.-Reuters (The market does a pretty
good job of valuing risk. Have they seen what SPAC’s have done in the last 2 weeks?)
 18-20% of Downtown Chicago office space could be empty by 2022 amid remote working trends.-ABC
(Seems like a logical number.)
 The prospect of summer drivers crowding US highways is powering steep gains in the price of
gasoline—it will likely hit $3 per gallon—a sign of economic recovery and a boon for the pandemicravaged energy industry.-WSJ
 Facebook uncovered “a sophisticated espionage campaign conducted by Chinese hackers that tried to
trick pro-Uighur activists and dissidents around the world into downloading malicious software that
would allow surveillance of their devices.”-FT (Don’t tell Merkel.)
 As President Biden prepares his infrastructure, climate, and education agenda, Democrats are
considering possible tax increases such as boosting the corporate rate and the top marginal individual
income-tax rate.-WSJ
 The global chip shortage is preventing auto dealerships from keeping up with new models—the car
industry entered 2021 hoping to restock, but supply-chain problems are leading to fewer choices,
higher prices, and longer waits for buyers.-WSJ
 Democratic senator Bernie Sanders, no fan of Donald Trump, said he thinks social media site TWTR
should not have banned the former president, and that he doesn’t like the fact that a handful of high
tech companies have so much power over speech.-USA
 German chancellor Angela Merkel reversed course on a controversial Easter shutdown after
opposition MPs said the move could undermine public confidence in Berlin’s handling of the pandemic
amid a surge in cases.-FT
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Federal Reserve chairman Jerome Powell, speaking before the Senate Banking Committee, dismissed
fears that the recent rise in long-term borrowing costs could be unhealthy for the US recovery, saying
markets had adjusted to economic optimism.-FT
A total of 25 companies have newly formed a 5G Smart Pole Standard Promotion Alliance, aiming to
draft technological standards and tap huge global smart-city business opportunities.-Digitimes
Shares in dual-listed Chinese companies fell sharply in Asia after the U.S. securities regulator adopted
measures that would kick foreign companies off American stock exchanges if they do not comply with
U.S. auditing standards.-Reuters
Laser maker Coherent agreed to a $7 billion buyout offer from optical components maker II-VI,
scrapping a merger deal it signed with Apple supplier Lumentum weeks ago.-Reuters

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Of Dollars and Data: A look at the rally from last March’s low https://bit.ly/3fc4jGA (An incredible year!
I hope retail investors realize it was an extreme anomaly.)
 CNBC: Blackrock TBTF? https://cnb.cx/2NTJxAw Does Elizabeth Warren even understand what
Blackrock does? Frightening she thinks Blackrock is too big to fail. Don’t mean to pick on her, but this
is the problem with career politicians who focus on talking points but fail to grasp how the financial
system works.
 Vice: Amazon delivery drivers forced to sign ‘biometric consent’ form or lose job
https://bit.ly/3tQZ9Ea These drivers don’t even technically work for Amazon. Another reason for me
to dislike Bezos and Amazon. What a joke!
 Substack: Freddie de Boer on displacement in print media https://bit.ly/3chk2m2
Charts from The Daily Shot:
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So far, the S&P 500 has been resilient despite the selloff in bonds.

Source: Alpine Macro
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Share buybacks have accelerated.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML

Public pensions are heavily overweight equities.

Source: Deutsche Bank Research
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However, private pensions returned to a more balanced 50/50 equity/fixed income mix over the past
decade.

Source: Deutsche Bank Research
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Apartment REITs are outperforming as economic activity recovers.

Source: Alpine Macro
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It’s been a good quarter for tech acquisitions by SPACs.

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence

Short-term market-based inflation expectations are pricing in 2.1-2.3% core PCE inflation one and two years ahead.

Source: Deutsche Bank
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• Adjusted for COVID-related changes in spending patterns, the CPI is substantially higher.

Source: @lisaabramowicz1 Read full article

Loan applications for home purchase are once again at multi-year highs for this time of the year
(despite higher mortgage rates).
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The Home Depot share price shows strength in housing and home renovation.
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Small and medium-size business CEO confidence has rebounded, pointing to stronger growth ahead.
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Source: The Vistage CEO Confidence Index

Crude oil rebounded on Wednesday, although it’s softer again this morning.
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Brent held support at $60/bbl.
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